» PRODUCTS l Industry innovators
This year we had giant killers, stealth marketers and some who carved a unique
niche exploiting “coopetition,” says Peter Stephenson.

T

his year we had giant killers,
stealth marketers and some
who carved a unique niche
exploiting, in some cases, Ray
Noorda’s notion of “coopetition.” I
even heard that term used several
times in my interviews with top
execs at these companies. That was
unique for me. I rarely have heard

that as a uniform marketing strategy.
Over the last two years, the strategies have been different. But this
year, times, as they say, are tough.
And tough times demand tough
approaches. Believe me, in the case
of these companies, it’s working.
We saw a couple of acquisitions,
but they were not common. The

mania of big companies to buy
everything in sight and grow by
acquisition seems to be on hold as
a general approach. There used to
be a common practice of acquiring, absorbing the technology, and
dumping the rest of the company,
including most of the employees.
That seems to be abating.

SIEM: LogRhythm

H

ere is another case where
a product has, perhaps,
been a bit mischaracterized as only a SIEM. And, again,
the emphasis on forensics is
apparent. However, this product
accomplishes its magic through log
management. The way it defines
log management is different than
one might expect. This is not your
father’s log manager. It is far more
concerned with managing the data
in the logs.
Managing data in logs makes one
major and important assumption: it does not matter where
the data actually resides. What
is important is that the device
not only sees it, but can make
use of it. And that is what
LogRhythm does very well. It
combines its capabilities with
those of other logging systems,
such as endpoints, and provides correlation and alerting.
According to the visionary at
LogRhythm, log management is
alive and well if we are careful how
we define it. Our definition must
include everything that makes up
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log management. There is a lot
more to log management, for example, than security event logs. There
are operations and system logs, as
well as any log that operates at what
LogRhythm calls the event layer.

The recognition that such a definable layer exists – and is addressable
and useful – is a major piece of the
company’s technological innovation.
If you are going to play in a
crowded market, you need to differentiate yourself. In the case of
LogRhythm that means branding.
And branding in this case emphasizes log and event management
in a single device, ease of use and
rapid time to value. Rapid time to
value means lots of out-of-the-box
capability, and that has been a major
emphasis for LogRhythm. This
is a case where technology and
go-to-market interact to define a
truly innovative company.
Another aspect that the visionary at LogRhythm emphasized
is that they do everything from
R&D to production in-house,
and they have had zero turnover
since their inception. These are
two major accomplishments in
my view, and they have significant
effect on the company as an innovator, especially from the standpoint
of consistency of vision and execution on that vision.

If you are going to
play in a crowded
market, you need to
differentiate yourself.
In the case of
LogRhythm that
means branding.
And branding in
this case emphasizes
log and event
management in a
single device, ease
of use and rapid time
to value.
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